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The KRAUTOL system solution

Project 4
Shaping interior plaster
Rendering gives interior walls and façades a characteristic texture. Decorative interior 
plasterwork impresses due to its multiple design possibilities. 
KRAUTOL EASY RAPID FEINPUTZ makes interiors quick and easy to design. Fin-
ishing render is applied with a roller and can be easily custom-shaped with a brush or 
palette-knife.

Note: KRAUTOL EASY RAPID FEINPUTZ can be tinted in a mixing machine to pro-
vide colour wall designs. KRAUTOL offers a whole variety of harmonious colours.
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Roll on 
Use the roller to freely apply EASY RAPID FEINPUTZ 
vertically and horizontally in a criss-cross motion. Work from top to 
bottom in strips about 1 metre wide.

Check and prime subsurface
The surface must be smooth, firm, non-sanding and non-chalking. 
Remove any peeling coatings and loose wallpaper.
Prime wall surface with WP-UNI. This product regulates absorption 
behaviour and guarantees optimum handling and results. Leave to 
dry for 12 hours after applying the coat.

Shaping interior plaster

When using the recommended products, please observe our further product, processing and safety instructions found on the product packaging 
and our technical info sheets, available from our website at www.krautol.de. 
Our suggestions are standard solutions for a variety of applications. They are based on our extensive experience as a paint manufacturer.  
We recommend obtaining professional advice if you wish to apply coating to objects under special conditions.

Short-pile roller for extra fine finishing render, medium-pile 
roller with fibres between 14 and 18 mm high for finishing 
render; to texture: roller, brush or palette-knife.

Shaping 
Use EASY RAPID FEINPUTZ to shape render as you wish easily 
with a roller, brush or palette-knife. Always work wet render into 
wet render – best if two people work together.

TIP
Comb through new rollers to ensure no fluff gets into the plaster. 
Dampen the roller before use. 
Try out desired texture in advance: use a 1 m2 sample surface first, for example.
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